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Marketing 2.0 Bridging the Gap between Seller and Buyer through Social Media 

Marketing is a marketing “How To” book that attempts to deliver a framework for 

implementing a strategy to use social media to engage customers and build customer 

relationships.  The target audience for this book is beginner small and medium size 

business managers new to social media marketing. Bernie takes a very conversational 

style in his writing of this book.  This makes the book a quick and easy read, as it does 

not have a mind-numbing textbook quality to it but an engaging thought provoking 

conversational tone.   

 

Bernie Borges the author of Marketing 2.0 Bridging the Gap between Seller and Buyer 

through Social Media is currently the Chief Find Officer of Find and Convert, a web 

marketing agency with clients nationwide.  

 

With over 20 years of Information Communication Technology (ICT), experience Bernie 

is a recognized authority on Internet and social media marketing strategies. Bernie hosts a 

podcast show about Internet marketing, blogs regularly on marketing best practices, and 

he is a contract instructor for the American Marketing Association where he teaches 

workshops on social media.  

 

The author begins by reviewing his guidelines on how best to close the loop between 

sales and marketing by providing best practices on how to align sales goals with 

marketing strategies while measuring results and making strategic adjustment as the 

market demands change.  

 

He defines Marketing 2.0 as the evolution from traditional one-way communication, 

intrusive hard sale market techniques like T.V commercials, to collaboration, 

communities, conversations and word of mouth marketing. He further defines Marketing 

2.0 as two pillars: content marketing and relationship building on the web.  Bernie’s goal 

is not to just deliver a set of tactics to the reader but to change the readers mind on what 

they believe are effective methods to market to customers. 

 

Bernie is adept at using analogies and case studies to explaining the technical concepts he 

feels as critical to the overall goal of the book.  He spends his time in chapter 4, 5 and 6 

explaining his interpretation of the Web 2.0 concept.  Bernie sees Web 2.0 as websites 

that have the characteristics of allowing their visitors to contribute, subscribe, share, and 

rate your website.  It also enables visitors to form communities and collaborate while 

influencing others and engaging in productive ways before they make buying decisions.  

Bernie summarizes that Web 2.0 technologies enable social media interactions and the 

goes on to explain the many types of Web 2.0 technologies.   

 

The author states that Web 2.0 website fall into one of three categories; shared or 

published content or social networking. The look outlines some interesting details on how 

some of the most popular sites like Digg.com, YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter.  Bernie 
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summarizes some of the key data points on when and how some of the sites were founded 

and provides some statistical data on their usage and profitability.  The author also does a 

good job of explaining the categories and terminology associated within each category. 

 

The book is not a technology manual and the author does not deep dive into the inner 

workings of every technical aspect discussed but it does provide good explanations of 

how the technology enables the success of the Web 2.0 concept. The author provides 

discussions on RSS feeds, XML and AJAX programming languages, and the importance 

of ICT infrastructure technologies such as High-Speed Internet and Mobile Devices. 

 

 In Bernie’s discussion on social enablers he states that “the shifting culture and the 

demographics, combined with the availability of current technologies have given rise to a 

worldwide population of people who are embracing social media more rapidly then when 

we embraced the Internet”.  He provides good examples and analogies to convey his 

point and goes to conclude, “Social media has the potential to level the playing field for 

smart, enterprising marketers who embrace it as an effective mechanism for reaching a 

target market”.  Bernie defines social media marketing as mostly forging virtual 

relationships while fostering community and conversations and identifies some best 

practices for protocols used for socializing in an on-line community. 

 

Early on in the book the author explains how to develop a social media strategy by 

helping the reader answer key questions that focus on how to do research prior to 

implementation, understanding why business need a social media strategy, defining a 

objective based on Competitive differentiation, Market share growth and brand 

expansion.  Bernie also spends time in chapter 8 advancing his theory that business 

should share their content with the world and overcome Web 1.0 protectionist 

psychology marketing cultural hurdles. 

 

The book does a good job of indentifying how to create good content to share and publish 

on your social media site.  The reader will learn about content strategy using Blogging, 

Four’s, FAQs, Websites, Videos, Podcast, Photos, White papers, and PowerPoint 

Presentations.  Bernie also indicates that business should get key employees to use their 

On-line Personal Branding as an asset to assist in the companies marketing strategy.   

Good employees with strong reputation in the industry and a strong personal brand can be 

asset to the employee and the company. 

 

The author is very efficient at identifying cost effective ways to measure ROI on your 

social media strategies.  He covers several of the free tools provided by Google such as 

analytics, webmaster tool, alerts, and blogsearch.  He also provides information on other 

popular free tools and sites from other companies like Hubspot and Technorati that can 

be used to track, measure social media marketing results.  Bernie provides a simplicity 

approach for measuring Brand Equity using Google alerts as a good way to see visits to 

your website that originated from the social media community. 
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Bernie outlays the Risk of social media marketing including what he considers the 

biggest risk, not having a strategy.  He covers other risk including the risk of ignoring 

social media, taking a fragmented approach, moving to fast, producing negative results, 

and a lack of understanding.  He also provides keen insight on ways to mitigate the risk 

he identifies.  I would have liked to have seen more discussion on the risk of negative 

conversation causing brand damage and ways to combat that risk in particular. 

 

Chapter 14 goes into detail about the benefits of social media.  Bernie starts with the low 

implementation cost benefit and than covers a others a few others some that seem key to 

a reader would be brand building, building trust and customer loyalty, and small 

businesses using social media to level the playing field against large marketing firms. 

 

Bernie also outlines the importance of recruiting staff that embraces social media. The 

author points out that manager may need to gradually get staff to adopt social media and 

should clearly define roles and responsibilities and that a full commitment to social media 

may require revising job descriptions.  He also explains the concept of using a social 

graph to create a graphical representation of your relationships on the web.  Bernie 

discusses how the social graph is independent of the social media platform being used 

and should encompass all social media type web presence for example it could include 

Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn and any other sites you use. Although difficult to create 

and maintain marketer can use the social graph as a tool to make sure they are reaching 

the audience that they truly want to reach.                                                       

 

Some parts of the discussion on Search Engine Optimization (SEO) are more technical in 

nature than other topics discussed throughout the book.  Bernie does a good job of 

explaining how Search Engines use bots and spiders to analyze website content on the 

web.  His focus in this chapter is primarily on how to develop website content that will 

improve the ability of search engines to find your site on the web. 

 

For any readers who have not yet sampled social media technologies the author does a 

good job of explaining how popular tools like Facebook and Twitter work and gives the 

reader  best practices on how to get started using these sites.  Bernie spends an entire 

chapter on the importance of using blogs as tools too build a strong social media 

community. The author covers blog content strategies and best practices for handling 

negative blog post.  He also discusses how blogs can enhancement communication with 

customers and spends a great deal of time discussing how to promote a blog. 

 

In his social networking chapter the author clearly identifies the commitment required in 

time, resources and patience needed to build a successful business social media 

networking strategy.  Bernie conveys the strength of Twitter as a marketing 

communication platform, how to measure Twitter results, and methods for enterprise 

organizations to make use of Twitter and other micro blogging technologies. 
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I found the chapter on Podcasting not as interesting as some of the other chapters in the 

book.  The author does a good job of explaining the technology and how to use Podcast 

in a marketing strategy but the methods presented are somewhat redundant and very 

similar to some of the other methods presented for using other ICT social media 

technologies in marketing campaigns. 

 

 

Bernie also discusses using video and photo content to create brand, buzz and loyal and 

sales value.  He offers some good guidelines for readers interested in creating their own 

videos while offering alternative ideas for others readers who may be more interested in 

just sharing other industry videos and photos as part of their marketing strategy. 

 

The author provides a short chapter on defining and explaining the process of Marketing 

Operation (MO) used in the Marketing 2.0 strategy.   This chapter is geared toward the 

business reader and was written by Gary Katz, CEO of Marketing operation partners.  

Gary explains how MO can be used to overcome some of the challenges and risk in 

implementing a social media strategy. 

 

The book ends with several case studies on small business that are using social media 

marketing successfully.  I found the case studies very interesting, they seem to add 

creditability to the methods, and process Bernie passionately discuss throughout the 

book.   

 

One continued theme the author stresses throughout the book is the need for the reader to 

remain genuine when communicating with the community regardless of the social media 

type ICT being used.  The case studies presented in the book to often support the offers 

contention that that the most successfully strategies will exemplify genuine, relevant 

conversations strategically using all the ICT social media tools available. The author 

concludes by not embracing the technology but simply states that content and 

relationships are the key drivers to engaging your customers and building brand and 

loyalty 

 

Although this book will not make the reader an expert on ICT social media, technologies 

it does do a good job of bridging the gap between how businesses can use this technology 

to accomplish their marketing business goals and objectives. I found the book fun to read 

and the casual conversational tone was refreshing.  The book is current, relevant and 

accurate with the ICT, methods and process discussed and I would recommend this book 

for any ICT student or ICT course curriculum with a focus in ecommerce.   

 

 

 

 

 


